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OVERVIEW

Spacious apartment with exterior views and great
renovation potential and a storage room included in the
price, located in Pla del Real.
This spacious 227 m² apartment to be renovated is located in one of the most
exclusive areas of the city, in a stately building with a lift, concierge service and 24hour security. In addition, it offers 2 parking spaces for an additional €35,000 each, if
required. A storage room comes included in the price of the apartment.
The property requires renovation and has great potential: it has a rectangular shape,
so the space can be used to the fullest, and has plenty of natural light, since it is on
a corner, so virtually all of rooms are exterior facing and offer beautiful views of
landscaped areas thanks to a large number of windows on the façade. In short, an
apartment with enormous renovation potential.
Upon entering, we are welcomed by an entrance hall, which leads, to the front, to a
spacious living-dining room that has a large window with fantastic open views of
landscaped areas (there used to be a large terrace which could be recovered). To the
right of the living room, the apartment benefits from a practical office, which was
previously used as a bedroom. On the left side of the hall, there is the spacious
kitchen with access to the gallery and access to the service bedroom and bathroom.
The night area consists of 2 double bedrooms, one of them the main one which is
large and has a private bathroom, (previously they were 2 bedrooms). Two bathrooms
complete the apartment.
The property is equipped with heating to ensure your comfort at any time of the year.
Contact us to visit this apartment with great potential to become a magnificent home.
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Concierge service, Lift, Natural light,
Exterior, Heating,
Near international schools, Security,
Service entrance, Service lift, Storage room,
To renovate, Transport nearby, Views
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Important Information relating to properties offered by Lucas Fox. Any property particulars are not an offer or contract, nor part of one. You should not rely on statements by
Lucas Fox in the particulars or by word of mouth or in writing as being factually accurate about the property, its condition or its value. Neither Lucas Fox nor any associated
agent has any authority to make any representations about the property, and accordingly any information given is entirely without responsibility on the part of the agents,
seller(s) or lessor(s). Prior the signature of any document concerning the property we recommend that all purchasers consult an independent lawyer and if necessary carry out
a survey of the property to ascertain condition / measurements. Areas, measurements and distances given are approximate only and should be checked by the purchaser.
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